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Abstract
We present a neural implementation
of a dynamical network hierarchy for data driven and knowledge
controlled selective visual attention.
The model architecture is composed of several interacting subsystems for different processing tasks. With the example of real-world scene analysis the proposed model
demonstrates
its abilities in preattentive search and in decomposition of a complex visual input into a
sequence of striking local input segments. Based on its functional architecture our model is able to shift
its focus of attention both driven by the input data and controlled by its internal processing state and the
already acquired knowledge.

1. Introduction and Model Hypothesis
The phenomenon of selective attention in human visual pe~ception points the way out of the dilemma
of combinatorical explosion in analysis of real-world visual scenes: there are sequential processing
modes intermingled with the parallel one. Seleetive attention means breaking down the flow of information too high to be managed by the analyzing system in parallel into meaningful pieces of lower
dimension. The benefit of seleetive visual attention is, that the analyzing or identifying system has
not to deal with all visual inputs in parallel but only with a limited sequence of presorted, lower
dimensional groups of input elements [1]. This way the analyzing system can focus attention on
the most desired visual stimulus among several simultaneously active stimuli, both driven by the
input data and controlled by its internal processing state (hypothesis about the input data) and the
already acquired knowledge. This control of the attentive search during the recognition process is a
fundamental mechanism for self-organization of sequential and episodical representations, a special
type of non-trivial dynamical knowledge about spatio-temporal processes [2J.
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Our model concept and the implemented mechanisms have been influenced essentially by the neurophysiological concepts of primary visual processing and selective attention of Koch [3Jand Orban
[4]. Koch assumes that selective visual attention operates on a set of topographical cortical maps
encoding the visual environment. This early representation includes a variety of maps for different
elementary features such as orientation of edges, textural features, color, disparity etc. This multiparametrical preprocessing and mapping is confirmed by Orban [4J. He showed that in the first
sensory visual area instead of a hierarchical description of the input features a very rich parallel
representation of the input by parameter filters is done. In order to simulate the preattentive search
and the interaction with the attentive mode, we had to implement special mechanisms in our model
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between the colour spaces will be given in the following. Starting point is the RGH-image of the
real-world scene, that is transformed
in a first step into a PDT image, a special type of a threedimensional colour space. This transformation
is based on the Hering red/green and yellow/blue
opponent systems, a special concept of trichromacy,
which is clearly validated by neurophysiological
results [6]. The PDT colour space is comparable
to the XYZ standard colour spaee, that is also
based on the opponent colour theory and is in agreement with the traditional view of eolour scientists.
Because of its neurophysiological
plausibility this PDT data set then is scaled logarithmieally.
Finally,
based on Luther's transformation,
the PDT image is transferred into the W MrgAlyb spaee, a eolour
space that is better suited for the following analysis in the different feature extraction pathways of
our model. The three components of this space are the black-white process (intensity or brightness)
W = P, the red/green
opponency
Mrg = D - P and the yellow/blue opponency Myb = P - T.
All intensity (activity) based mechanisms
of our model use only the W componen! of this eolour
space, while the colour analyzing pathway in the Multi-parametrical
Image Pyramid (see 2.2) uses
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To our mind selective visual attention
requires the freedom to seleet only those parts out of the
input which are needed at that time in the analyzing or recognition
process. Therefore we have
implemented
in our hierarchy the controllable
Interface
Subsystem
- IS, whieh is based on a
simplified model architecture
of the thalamo - reticular complex proposed in [1]. Operating on this
Interface the succeeding higher subsystems
can actively manipulate
the bottom-up
flow of input
data streams giving them the freedom of formulating and testing hypothesis on int('["('sting parts of
the parallel input. This way they are able to control the interface and to perforlll a randol11 aecess
grouping at the interface level to restriet the complexity of the input to that needed at this time.
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Our model architeeture
is composed of various interaeting
dynamical subsystems for different processing tasks. All these multi-Iayered
neural subsystems constituting
a dynamical control hierarchy
are strongly interrelated
by information
and control streams.
A strongly simplified scheme of the
interrelations
and the funetional architeeture
of the main subsystems
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is shown in Figure 1. It is to note, that despite the different model hypothesis and struetural
implementations
of our approach compared to the aetive vision system in [5J some funetional aspects
of preattentive
and attentive control of saccadic image scanning are similar. Detailed aspeets of the
real-world scene pre-processing
and the data transformation
between the several colour spaces are not
discussed in this paper. Instead of this only a short overview about the implemented transformations

Figure 2: (Left side) Input scene for simulation
the data driven preattentive search. The marked
scan-path (1-6) shows the course of the preattentive search and the sequence of selected most st"iking
input locations. (Right side) Sequential selection of the most active peaks within the aetivity landscape
of SeN and shifting the focus of attention between the most striking locations in the scme (sec 3.).
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(Fig. 2 - left side). By reducing the resolution and size of the several processing levels we get a
processing pyramid that realizes both an enormous reduetion of the amount of input data and some
form- and position invariance at the top. These local invariances are essential for succeeding parallelsequential pattern recognition mechanisms [7]. Consequently the MIP can be considered as a set
of separate, pyramidal organized topographical maps of the visual scene. Each of these analyzing
maps includes at every resolution level parameter filters for different elementary features (texture
density, colour and intensity contrasts, spatial frequency). In this way any single input !ocation is
split into a multiple parametrical description at several resolution levels. By weighted superposition
of the neural aetivity between the several feature maps an encoding of high syntaetic complexity
(many different feature detectors aetivated at the same time) into an blurred aetivity distribution
at the top of the pyramid is realized (Fig. 2 - right side) . The more such different parameter filters
are triggered by a certain visual location, the stronger the total aetivation of the corresponding area
in the highest pyramid level will be. Up to now feature maps for local contrasts in the intensity
and for differences in the colour (hue) distribution have been implemented in MIP (see Fig. 1).
The importance of other pathways will be analyzed in psychophysical eye movement experiments in
future. In the contrast analyzing pathway (Fig. 1) for each node (ij) at all resolution levels of this
pyramid the following non-linear contrast selection based on a Laplace-filtering in the W-domain of
the colour space is performed.

Figure 3: Aetivity dynamics in Seleetion and Gontrol Network at the first processing cycles (l3). (Left side) shows several input aetivity distributions top-down manipulated by SGN during the
preattentive search. (Right side) shows the sequential development 01 single SGN.decisions on the
manipulated aetivity landscapes 01 the left side (see 3.).
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form of the bubbles. By a topographically correet feedback from that lIigher processing level to SCN
(see Fig. 1) this aetivated internal knowledge is able to modulate direetly the aetivity dynamics of the
relaxation ancl sharpening process in SCN [7J. By this superposition of preattentive and attentive
search dynamics in the same subsystem a continuous control of the input data stream is possible.
Without internal knowledge about the aetivity landscape only the preattentive search determines
the dynamics in SCN, otherwisc complex interactions between both processes will occur.

the turning-point

The Seleetion and Control Subsystem has been implemented as controllable single-Iayer neural network connected feedback. The aetivity dynamics of each neuron of this system can be described
mathematically by the following differential equation:
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Each d;j is the result of a loca! Laplace-filtering, adetermines the shape and
(threshold) of the transfer funetion, iJ is the maximum of intensity.
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In the colour processing pathway (Fig. 1) for each node (ij) the Euclidean distance to the average
hue in the MrgMYb plane is computed and finally scaled with the corresponding intensity W;j. The
weighted superposition of the top level aetivities of the various feature extraeting pathways is a
critical point of our model concept since no detailed experimental data are available about this.
Therefore we are not able to specify the weights a, ß, I of the feature map superposition (see Fig. 1)
exaetly. Only estimated parameters providing plausible simulation results can be proposed. In the
context of the psychophysical experiments mentioned above these aspeets of weighted superposition
have to be analyzed too.

2.3 The Selection and Control Network
The Seleetion and Control Network - SCN realizes a kind of cortically controlled selection
of the most conspicuous locations in the visual field which have been encoded as peaks within the
aetivity landscape of the MIP superposition plane. When the input to SCN has various aetivity
peaks because of several striking locations in the visual scene (Fig. 2-right side), the network is to
seleet not simply the maximum one but successively that peaks with the highest competition energy
in the landscape (extension and altitude of the activity bubble). Then in result of internal relaxation
processes in this network and of a controlled top-down manipulation of the lower processing levels the
most conspicuous locations of the visual scene will be aetivated one after another (Fig. 3). Since the
first relaxation process toward a stationary solution needs some time, a higher knowledge based
proeessing level has enough time to activate its acquired knowledge about the presented aetivity
landscape as a whole, about spatial aspeets of the landscape composition and about the individual
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eXij(t) denotes the weighted input to each SCN-neuron (ij), Cij stands for the top-down contro!
signal from the higher knowledge based processing levels to each neuron (i,j), Jl and v denote the
coupling parameters for cooperative and competitive interaetions within the network, Tl is the time
constant of the controlled network. The W;jkl are the components of the synaptic weight matrix
W coding a Gaussian shaped filter kernel that realizes the desired local cooperation between the
SCN-neurons. The global inhibition 1(t) is controlled by a proportional-integral controller with the
following integral equation:
1(t) = (y - y(t))

+

;n l

(iJ - y(t)) dt

(4)
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stands for the control point of the subsystem (maximum output activity of SCN) while fj(l)
results from the maximum of the current output activities of all Y;j(I).
The time constant of the
PI-controller (Tn) and the coupling parameter v of the controlled variable /(1) are determined in the
z-plain because of the discrete-time simulation. Both parameters are adjusted corresponding to the
parameters ( , J.I. and Tl of the network and to the wanted characteristics of this subsystem.

3. Dynamics of the Model and Concluding Remarks
After presenting an input to the hierarchy distinet decisions on the input are developing in MIP
and SCN because of the different syntactic complexity at the several locations in the input (see
Fig. 3). The local cooperation and ensemble competition between the neurons in the SCN suppress
activity peaks with weaker competitive power and sharpen the remaining one so that only that peak
with the highest energy (Iocation with largest local input eomplexity) survives (see Fig. 3/1 - on the
right). The required shifting of the selective attention is performed by a SCN-feedback
controlled
manipulation
of the channel transfer characteristies
in the several pathways and processing levels
of MIP. These channel-specifie control mechanism take the selected deeision for a eertain time out
of discussion. In this way the next decision can develop only on the remaining parts of the input
and the next-grade complex input configuration will start this search process anew (Fig. 3/I-on the
left). In a time sharing manner other activity peaks of the landscape (coding related input segments
of different conspicuity) can be seleeted, creating a time-sharing sequence of internal decisions. In
this way our system deeomposes a complex visual input into a sequence of striking loeal input segments arranged according to its local syntactic eomplexity (see Fig. 3/2, 3/3). Such a parallel in
sequence decomposition of a eomplex input scene is a fundamental mechanism for self-organization
of sequential and episodical representations,
a special type of non-trivial dynamical knowledge, that
is acquired in the lügher knowledge processing levels of our model concept.
Without a knowledge based top-down manipulation of the relaxation dynamics in SeN, the established sequence depends only on the loeal conspieuity of the different input locations. The attentive
seleetion based on internal systems knowledge about spatial relations and form features of the activity landscape has not been discussed in this paper but it can be realized by the knowledge controlled
modulation of the preattentive dynamics mentioned above. Therefore the adaptive neural network
architecture
GNOM
operating as a parallel-sequential
link between data driven pattern analysis
and knowledge controlled attentive search has been developed and prepared for implementation
in
the hierarchy [7J. This coupling is an object of research at present.
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